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Attached are (a) the translation of a *fM>.J*^*^
Buggisch on his cryptana3ytic life history, and (b notes am-_

Plifying the above based on the interrogation gfBW
ked out at Revin by Major Bundy, Captain Campbell and Captain

Lawrance in July 1945*

Major Bundy reports on Buggisch as follows :-

"Our personal impression remains that he is an ^-™-n
£
s

man, whose knowledge is in large part second-hand and by fam-

iliarity (i.e. being in the same room with others). He aoes

know about a lot of work that was done—the general lines ana

result—but his own work seems to have been competent rather

than outstanding.
"He is a hard man to handle in oral interrogation as he

jumps from one subject to another and talks very fast. His

written work is well-written and systematically arranged to

cover all points.

"

Buggisch is now writing a full report of his work on the

Russian "X2" voice scrambling dew-doe
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2.

Dr. Otto Buggisch. OKW/Chi

The most *L*™*attt dates in, ntv act ivi^

as cryptanalyst

May tf) to July *>. W/T listening »tUe
Group 'C- - BABSCIKAIBACH, KBEUZNACH, ^EUECKCN. hp

_

Hptm; Franz - Insp. Kuehn. F90, diagonal write

position, C36.

b:

ist parties for RUSSIA ana balkano; 7 9 v/orks on the C36.
ffcUiuft, Hptm. Meilbeck. Course completion of 2™ on the w
First acquaintance with QKW/Ohi Doktor Huettenham, Obenn.p.

Menaer).

About September ig4§. Transfer to Russian specialist party (Bleschke,

Dettman, Torunsky, Liedtke). Practice messages, 4 figure c°ae

(Olowo), 5 figure code,

Oct. or Nov. 2j0. Return of the W/T Listening Interpretation Station

from FRANGB (Obstlt. Kettler, Major Jung),

About January 1941. Transfer to BALKANS specialist party (Reg. Rat.

Bailovic) Greek 5 figure code, transposition. 2 memoranda - JUGO-

SLAV code.

About 1/2/41. Transfer of all oryptanalysts from the w/T Listening

Interpretation Station to 'Inspectorate of Signal Troops 1 (in 7,

Head of Department Obstlt. Hassel). Founding of section ( Spring 1941 )

VI from elements of former section IV and personnel now joining from
the tf/T Listening Interpretation Station, Head of section Major Hang.

Move to Schellingstr - lack of work in BALKANS specialist party,

June 41 . Military incorporation of all soldiers in In 7/VT working
on cryptanalysis in the newly formed 'Signals Recce Coy,', later
Signals Recce Abt. The RUSSIAN specialist party is again subordina-
ted to the W/T Listening Interpretation Station and goes with it to
LOETZEN.

Beginning of July 41 . Attached
Chiefly 5 figure material, 0K40

'ZEN

Nov. 1941 . Return to BERLIN to In 7/VI. Transfer to FRENCH specialist
party TMatthekirchplatz 4). There until August 42. (Hatted diplomatic
5 figure code of De Gaulle, SWISS machine messages. Acquaintance with™ and Type-X documents; Ober Reg. Rat Kunze of the Foreign Office

diagonal write-out transposition (Central AFRICA de Gaulle^.

Be®

7~ ZT "7"' ^j^*«*»*mu t» ^.uxuxers engaged on cryptanalyt

o Z Zd*
a

» °» c
> AO. Completion of the works of Dr. vDenffer and Hilburg on 3 211. * v '
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About August 42. Surrender of a few mathematicians to s
t^s

"inventors" of new systems. Reorganisation at «^5^=ouSlrt
of section VI. * transfer to the newly *«**~Bf,7 First ac-
section. Extensive investigation into «/pher «aohxne 41.

weakness
quaintance with rfa Pruef 7/lV (to. pupp). Call-sign syste ,

of the double Playfair.

October 42 . Official visit to Wanderer Werice, about machine

41.

November 42. Beginning of investigations into machine 39

Ma^iso^konsI official visits T & N,
Thoughts on

mechanical aids to cryptanalysis.

la the course of the year 42 ( ? ) , Strip system solved in the USA

specialist. kact;?.ono

Spring 43. General investigations into * small technique [
TECHNIK ]

'

T&pSiSj** 1 example of the BC 38 received from Wa Pruef 1/IV

together with the statement that Hagelin was working in America

(Dipl. Ing. Voss at STOGKHOLIv:) . Occasionally some investigations

into Enigma-machine 39 and consideration of the technical cypher part

of a future German Standard Cypher teleprinter [3FM]«

Roughly end of 42 or beginning of 43 . Reappearance of C 36 messages

in De Gaulle traffic. Decoding by means of the method developed

earlier by Dr. Denffer; likewise B 211 messages appear, which however

do not decode according to the the oretically worked out method.

Summer 43 . Works of Dr. Luzius - Dr. Kochendoerff e\r on the crib prob-

lem with the convertor 209. First key recovery from a crib. Major
Lechner Head of Section In 7/Vl. Occasionally conferences with OKVV'/Chi

on BC 38, Enigma^ cypher teleprinter (Dr. Stein, Hassenjaeger) e Break-
ing of CROATIAN enigma. Captured specimen of convertor 209 from Itojy
roughly about August 43«

In the course of the year 43. Renaming of In 7/VT as 'Department of
Signals, Signals Recce Section (AgN/NA) '

.

October 43 . Move of office to JUETERBOG.

Winter 43/44. Investigations of Dr. Doering - Troebliger into RUSSIAN
cypher teleprints, cribs, results of the Porschungsamt. Enigma; crib
problem, bigrara system. Convertor 209: column separation [Spaitentren-
nungj. C 36 messages with complicated encyphering technique, solvedin the spring (Le zouave du pont d'Alma a ait). Theoretical lectures:depth problem, X2 and W2 method.

November 43. Discussion with Korvetten Kapitaen Jaeckl.

KOETHEN

Weaknesses of thrlr^ lM,m' ;v?r
genT)(PreS

-
Kapt

*
Singer>'

sage setting and oSionT^ ^ •

°OKpromise of ke^ th™& mes-

means of eno^ous^oy^ ^g^f PrinCiPl8 * ******* *
LuCKENPULLER* * and 3TECKERUHR

Wiener case.
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22/6M - April L5. Attached to Caramunicat* ons at Station
.

[WA J , STAATS (Army Ordnance Branch, Pruef 7/lVe), (Obstlt. Weidomann,

Dr. Lotze), for the purpose of mathematical treatment of C1P;^
systems. A3aost exclusive^ Russian X2 system. Undulator [FREQUEJNZi-

SCHREIBER], lack of equipment. Theoretical investigations into the

construction of Tigerstedt keys. Brief acquaintance with the worK 01

specialist section c (A3 and A9)»

Autumn kjfr
Attachment suspended; transferred from AgN/NA to OKtf/Chi/lV;

returned to STAATS. 'Chi-conferenoes' iii BERLIN' at the instigation or

General Gimmler.

2Vl /45 , 3 ?3ctures at OKW/Chi on ciphony. Followed by official

visit to EESKMANNSTADT , Feuerstein laboratory, to become acquainted

with the proposed German systems.

Beginning of March k5. American/English ciphony apparatus from a cap-

tured Mustang a/c^restored to v/orking order by German Aeronautical

Research Institute (Dipl. Ing. Vegemund) and its working described.

The investigations begun at pruef 7/lVe could not be carried very far
owing to the general disorganization then beginning.

# * *

Notes by translator:

* It is perhaps relevant to no';e that the Swedish firm A.B. Cryptograph
Stockholm produced an early type of Hagelin machine known as TEKMK
cryptograph machine. It may be this that is referred to c

** LttCKENFuTiLER referred to by Dr. Fricke as a device for varying turn-
over of wheels by means of adjustable plugs on perimeter in TICOIl/l-20,
page 43

paragraphs b) and d).
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Footnotes to ByGCISCH_^£ee£

A» Systems studied

1. Machines.

C-36 - The theoretical aneuysis of this in 19¥> developea wo
theoretical methods.

1 ) Based on frequency of K. as word separator.

2) Statistical - various, depending on the most usable

feature of the traffic, low, high letters, etc.

The studies made by B. et al. were used by Oberinsp.

Xuehn to forestall the introduction of the device into

the German Army, as advocated by Major JUNG.

3. says the statistical method was later used in prac-

tice and needed 300 letters. He makes general state-

ments about considerable later success with C-36, from

1942 on. (Not pinned down on this.)

B-211 - B. studied this in 1942 in detail, using the traffic

of two years before. A theoretical solution was devel-
|

oped and back traffic actually solved. However, the

method did not work in practice when B21 1 traffic was
again encountered actually, and B, did not mention any

new methods devised or any idea of how the machine may
have been changed.

K-37 - A Russian machine, same principle as B211, but more

primitive* A model was captured in 1941 5 a&d a theoret-
ical solution worked out by HUSURG and Dr. v. DENFFER.
They found it could be solved on a 10 letter crib. The
work remained purely theoretical as no traffic in the
machine was ever received.

l&O - A little machine designed by MENZER. DURING and B. did
security studies on it in 19¥), found it moderately
secure but it was never actually used. I think B. said
this was a forerunner of the C41 , but the motion of the
wheels was not so irregular.

C41 - B. says this was llENZER's idea, and the technical side
was worked out by pupp of V7;,PRUEF 1. As far as he
knows only the Luftwaffe used it for 10 figure traffic
(weather?). The Army hemmed and hawed and never did
adopt it.

ENIGMA - B. worked on both the Swiss and Croat models, the formerm liaison with Dr. KDHZE of the Auswartiges .'-j.t. At
tr,, close of one session he mentioned an idea for using
Hollerith machinery to try all positions of the ENIGMA,
(tot pinned on this.) In 1942 B. knew of studies by'
others on both Typex and ENI&iA. (Again not pinned).

ZLS?** 0ne shov/ed ** hopeless. 3. knows of the Lack-
eniUllerwalze and Enigma Uhr ideas, but how much he had

solveV^\f193^
001 Clear

'

'/ICHER,, - ReP°rt Poles
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M209 - B. mm. of theoretic! studies on **J^^£k
chiefly by m LUCIUS. B. himself did some

BC38 - Swedish Hagelin. (Their spies in Sweden told them the

U.S. was adopting a Hagelm idea.;

GERAET 39 - This was B's personal specialty, worked on by him

at intervals from 1942 on.

T52. a b.o - B. knows of' the studies made on this in 1942 by
' ' '

DOEING chiefly. D, found it (T52c) could be solved

on 1000 letters of text.

SZ40,42,etc. - DORING also studied the SZhP in 1942 and showed

its insecurity. Doubtful how much B. knows— cer-

tainly net his main line.
/

Russian Baudot - B. mentioned Doring' s work, but he has not been

drawn out on this* He has said only that he had

nothing to do with it in his own WAFRUEF 7 per-

iod (1944 on) and that the machinery (presumably

Steeple Claydon) was built by Lorenz. The re-

search was under Ref . C/G-ruppe IV of WAPRUEF 7.

2. Codes and miscellaneous

a. Russian - In September-December 1940, B. v/orked on a 4-figure

code with heading 0L0W0.' No success » Says he could not get

enough depth.

Russian ^>-f±g\xre code . B. heard of successful work on this in

1940. When he returned to Russian work in 1941 he worked on a
5-figure code (0K40) described as that used by the High Command
to Army Groups and Armies, 300 plus groups, enciphered by a table
(no mention of "BLOCKNOT " ) . This code had so much traffic that
it piled up as many as 12 depths at first. A new code came in
in October '41, and depths were less thereafter. B. and other
mathematicians were withdrawn from this work in Nov. 1941, and
he states that the problem was handed over largely to the Hol-
lerith section.

"Lower systems" - B. knows of these, but says they were mostly
handled forward.

NKYiD, Partisans, etc . - not questioned.

Speech- scrambling systems - see special note.

* TfS~n"vi^
1^1 "42%B

:
W°rked on a ^-figure de Gaulle code (inliaison with Kunze of the Ausw. Amt)-not successful. A com-

fiMSgr * t0 ^ * successVitT

Also P90, P110, simple field codes successfully solved.

speed when the campaign ended^"
J t0
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d. Hungarian - When B. was in Balkan Referat DURING solved a

Raster-type cipher brilliantly, (early 1941 j

e. Jugoslav - In 1941 B. knows of the solution of a^ ^iph-

ered in a new system. Diplomatic traffic Also clans gen

eral familiarity with work on Hihailovi6 and Tito systems,

but says 0K*7/Chi did most of this.

f. Rumanian -. B. generally familiar with 1941 work on these.

B. German Crypt Methods and Organization

Analytic
'

B. says Hollerith was highly developed on the Rus-

Machinery sian 5-figure problem. He also mentions special ana-

lytic machinery, notably photocell comparison machin-

ery used by OKW, which he says was better than the OKH -

use of Hollerith for same purpose. His familiarity in

this field seems general only. Note the mention in^

his life story of first thoughts in this direction in

November 42. ( "EZ-Hilfsgeraete")

Heereswaffenamt B. worked with Ref . A. of Gruppe IV of Wapruef 7

and from June 1944 on. This was under Dr. Lotze, who with
Wapruef 7 Dr. Schone had worked on "voice de- scrambling" for a

long time. B's work in this is being covered in Spec-

ial Report 1 in preparation (on the Russian "X2").

B. also mentions Ref. C. of the Gruppe, under Bau Rat

KIERKKOFF, as the research agency for work on Russian
Baudot. The subject was not pursued, as B. said he
knew little about its work. A3 and A9 refer to 3 and
9 Channel Russian transmissions, and the devices to
intercept them.

B. did not work with Liebknecht, as L. was engaged in
the opposite end of the work, i.e. developing German
voice scramblers. This was under Gruppe III (L. hav-
ing moved over from Gruppe II). B. and L. agree in
the statement that the technical end of regular cipher
devices was handled at first by Gruppe IV, but in about
1942 v/as turned over to Gruppe III.

In addition to the X2 work and some work on Tiger-
stedt at the end, B. mentions a special intercept loc-
ation of the Referat at STAATS in a cave, at which some
5-letter radio traffic (with "HELLO TEK" in preamble)
from London to U.S. was intercepted. Not pursued on
this. Knowledge seems general.

B. says his first period in the Wapruef 7 was painful
and useless, as he found no mathematical application
and did not know enough electricity. He got to knowhis way around better, but his descriptions of devicesare still not exact.

*
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"^SCH^NGSGERAETE" and "7/0B3ELUNG", to get ideas

for the work of Gruppe IV on irt^rce^ de^a. He

can give onl^r the most general description^ of these.

( "VVOBBELUNG 11 may not be at E. , but it was m and out

of the conversation at this point.) B. was taken

through E. by a Dr. GOING (deputy head?). He says

he has no detailed knowledge of the projects, there,

as none of them were connected with Gruppe IV. He

kept referring us to Liebknecht. Though the lack of

liaison betv/een opposite ends of the same work may^

seem strange, we felt sure he was not hiding anything.

(He certainly isn' t. bashful in other matters!) Hence

our firm opinion that he would be no use at E. , at

least from the technical standpoint*

(Frequenzschreiber) B. talked much of one device being developed at

Gruppe IV. (We are not clear whether it was part

of his work on Russian "X2"—the report in prepar-

ation will clarify the point.) This was the FRE-
QUENZSCHREIBER—described as a device for analyzing
speech transmissions. These were taken down on a
sound track and a picture of the harmonics produced.
B. says it was designed for speech frequencies (3000-
5000). His description, as in other cases, is that
of a layman. He says the device could be used for
separating the propellor noises of planes and thus
distinguishing them.

Further on Russian Baudot - B. says that one Dipl.
Ing. GR;JBERG came to Gruppe IV with him from IN 7/VI
and was used to translate the intercepted clear text
in Russian Baudot. "£G$ of it was unimportant."

Work on German This is a pet subject with B. His story is that upSecurity to 1942 the machines and systems introduced were not
checked mathematically for security. V/hen DtfRING inthat year pointed out the weakness of the early T52'sto the higher-ups (FELLGIEBEL) it was decided to check

bad T- BUt ^ liai50n 0n this ™s stillbad
{ tragisch-comisch") and even if IN 7An detectedan insecurity it was very hard to get action (t°

Ud
says he knew of grave misuse of double S££fkr,\mgma, and in the Panzer formation codes.)

*

viceT^raeJV^ 5f*
t0 g6t aGtion on ™ de-

(^^^^^^ tTub*
well."

5^) hat FRICKE also knew subject
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OKH Work on B. says he knows little about this as it^as under_

„gent Ciphers a special Re era under Oolt V^and jjj^

C. Personalities in German Signal Intelligence

As his life story shows B. has a good memory for names and is

familiar with a wide variety of sections and the specialists in

them.

Most of the names are already known. The one name for which

he adds conspicuous lustre is that of Jachtmeister DORING. (Inci-

ing did many original studies and solutions, and B. rates him
. .

frankly above himself. Bo also speaks highly of Sdf LUZIUS* work

on M209 (again HENTZE concurs), and of PIETSGH. (Doring was with

IN 7/VI in the Machine Referat with B. and at the end was in Ref

1A of Gruppe IV, of Gen der NA) •

Another name of possible interest is Dr. v. DENFFER, both from-

B. and named by HENTZE as chief of ENTZIFFERUNG with Kdr 6 at the

end.


